QUICK START

ESSENTIAL FIRST STEP:
MICROCURRENT ACTIVATOR

Always prep your skin with NuFACE® Microcurrent Activators before treatment. Our IonPlex™ Ionized Skincare formula is specifically designed to deliver microcurrent to the skin at every level for optimal results.

Hydrating Aqua Gel
Instantly delivers a thirst-quenching burst of hydration and a skin-cushioning bounce.
1] **PREP**
Cleanse skin using an oil-free cleanser. This will wash away any excess oils that could otherwise block or prevent an effective microcurrent treatment.

2] **ACTIVATE**
Apply a mask-like layer of Microcurrent Activator. Use enough formula to ensure the device glides easily along the skin.

3] **LIFT**
Push the ON/OFF button on your device and wait for the beep. Start on one side of your face, then complete the same sequence on the other side. Keep both spheres in contact with your skin during treatment.

4] **FINISH**
When complete, massage in remaining Microcurrent Activator for added skincare benefits.

Visit useNuFACE.com to see how easy to use!